Word frequency in a document has often been utilized in text searching and summarization. Similarly, identifying frequent words or phrases in a speech data set for searching and summarization would also be meaningful. However, obtaining word frequency in a speech data set is difficult, because frequent words are often special terms in the speech and cannot be recognized by a general speech recognizer. This paper proposes another approach that is effective for automatic extraction of such frequent word sections in a speech data set. The proposed method is applicable to any domain of monologue speech, because no language models or specific terms are required in advance. The extracted sections can be regarded as speech labels of some kind or a digest of the speech presentation. The frequent word sections are determined by detecting similar sections, which are sections of audio data that represent the same word or phrase. The similar sections are detected by an efficient algorithm, called Shift Continuous Dynamic Programming ͑Shift CDP͒, which realizes fast matching between arbitrary sections in the reference speech pattern and those in the input speech, and enables frame-synchronous extraction of similar sections. In experiments, the algorithm is applied to extract the repeated sections in oral presentation speeches recorded in academic conferences in Japan. The results show that Shift CDP successfully detects similar sections and identifies the frequent word sections in individual presentation speeches, without prior domain knowledge, such as language models and terms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Information retrieval for speech or motion images is a difficult problem, because in most cases no precise indexes or labels are assigned to such time sequence data. However, given the increase in real-world multi-media data in today's social environment, these kinds of information retrieval will be needed more and more. Consequently, several approaches have been proposed for information retrieval for speech or motion images by processing time sequence data. One of the representative approaches is model-based recognition. In model-based recognition, indexes or labels are assigned to the time sequence data by recognizing all the data by use of reference models prepared in advance. For example, a speech recognizer converts all the speech data to text data. The recognized text data are then subjected to information retrieval and other processes.
1-5 Therefore, performance depends on the speech recognizer, and obtaining correct speech labels is difficult, in view of the difficulty in correctly recognizing real-world nonsegmented and nonlabeled speech data. The word error rates for lectures or conversational speech fall around thirty percent, [6] [7] [8] for example. Thus, in this paper we propose a new approach for handling such real-world data.
Generally speaking, the most important words or phrases in a spontaneous speech tend to be repeated, such as in a presentation or lecture speech, because human speech stream involves redundancy. Extracting such repeated speech sections between two speech data sets requires nonlinear matching between two arbitrary sections of arbitrary length, one section from each data set. However, when ordinary algorithms are used, this matching requires an unfeasible amount of computation.
In the present paper, a new algorithm for resolving this problem is proposed. The method is called Shift Continuous Dynamic Programming ͑Shift CDP͒, 9, 10 which performs fast nonlinear matching at a feature vector level between arbitrary sections of two time sequence data sets and detects similar sections, where the individual section length exceeds a certain fixed value. The algorithm allows endless input and enables real-time response to queries. The method can be utilized in many types of applications, such as speech and motion images. 11 The present paper also proposes a methodology for extracting acoustically similar sections in a single speech stream and identifying the frequent words sections by summing the extracted similar sections in the whole presentation speech, because the similar sections are supposed to express the same word or the same phrase. The matching is conducted at just the acoustic phonetic level; therefore, this approach does not require any prior domain knowledge, such as language models or terms. Speech recognizers cannot work well without such domain knowledge, because frequent words are often special terms that tend to fall outside the system vocabulary. For the same reason, usual word spotting methods cannot be composed. Related approaches can be considered to include phone sequence 12 or phonetic lattice based search, 13, 14 which also does not require pre-built vocabulary. The proposed method can be applied to these approaches by merely adjusting matching distances, 15 and computation requirements are lower. For speaker-dependent or single-speaker applications, however, the proposed approach can be expected to yield the better performance, because quantization for phonetic codes includes quantization distortion that causes inevitable conversion errors in the phonetic code level.
When the proposed method is used, a certain specific label can be assigned to these extracted sections, providing a kind of digest that consists of important words and phrases that are repeated numerous times in the speech.
In the next chapter, Sec. II, the concept and the algorithm of Shift CDP are described in detail. Experiments are performed to evaluate the performance of the Shift CDP algorithm in detecting similar sections on the Otago English speech corpus. 16 Section III describes the methodologies of applying Shift CDP to extracting repeated speech sections in a presentation speech and summing up those same sections. Experiments for extracting repeated phrases and for identifying frequent words sections in a presentation speech are conducted. Conclusions are presented in Sec. IV.
II. SHIFT CONTINUOUS DP ALGORITHM

A. Definition and requirements
To extract similar speech sections between two speech data sets, sections of arbitrary length must be subjected to nonlinear matching. The authors previously proposed an algorithm for detecting similar sections between two time sequence data sets, called Reference Interval Free Continuous DP͑RIFCDP͒. 17, 18 The computational requirement is so heavy that the algorithm can handle only speech data of less than one minute, although the algorithm approximates the optimal path. The Shift Continuous DP ͑Shift CDP͒ is an improved and fast algorithm having the same detection performance as RIFCDP.
First, the definition of the problem is described here. Let the two time sequence data sets be the reference pattern R and the input pattern X, expressed by Eq. ͑1͒ below, where R and X t both indicate a member of a feature parameter series, at the frame in R and time t in X, respectively.
Here, we assume that a similar section pair (R (s) ,X (s) ) lies between the two coordinate points ( 1 ,t 1 ) and ( 2 ,t 2 ), shown in the next equation.
Here, the existence of a plurality of similar sections between R and X is assumed, and their order of appearance is assumed to be arbitrary. Similar section extraction consists of identifying the coordinates points for all the correct similar section pairs. The minimum length among the correct sections is given here, as it is often determined by the requirements of the application. For example, if speech sections of the same phoneme sequence are to be extracted, the minimum length should be dozens of milliseconds, and if speech sections of the same sentence are to be extracted, it should be a few seconds. The algorithm should be synchronous with input frames, in order to realize real-time processing.
The concept and a detailed algorithm of Shift CDP are described in the next section.
B. The algorithm of shift continuous DP "shift CDP…
In the algorithm for solving the above problem, all the matching should be done between ( 1 ,t 1 ) and ( 2 ,t now ) at each input, where 1р 1 р 2 рN, 1рt 1 рt now , as shown in Fig. 1 . Let the minimum and maximum length for R (s) be N min and N max , respectively, such that N min р 2 Ϫ 1 рN max . These constraints specify the desirable length to be detected. Optimal matching is performed for the length from N min to N max at frame 2 , which is assumed to be the end frame of the CDP. The CDP is performed for the N max ϪN min patterns whose mean length is (N min ϩN max )/2. Thus, the CDP has to be performed approximately (N max ϪN min )ϫN times for the reference pattern, and the computational requirements are expected to be heavy, despite such constraints for matching length.
Shift CDP is able to reduce the computational requirements described above. The concept behind this algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 . First, unit reference patterns are taken from reference pattern R. A unit reference pattern, ͑URP͒, has a constant frame length of N CDP . The first URP is composed of frames from the first frame to the N CDP -th frame in R. The starting frame of the second URP is shifted by N shift frames, and the second URP is composed of the same number of N CDP frames, from the (N shift ϩ1)-th frame. In the same way, the kth URP is composed of N CDP frames from the (k ϫN shift ϩ1)-th frame. The last URP is composed of N CDP frames from the last frame of R toward the head of R. The number of URPs becomes N CDP ϭ͓N/N Shift ͔ϩ1, where ͓ ͔ indicates an integer that does not exceed the value in brackets.
For each URP, CDP is performed. CDP applies DP to a URP at every time interval and searches for the optimal path of the URP at every time interval. Therefore, CDP is a spotting algorithm. Shift CDP is able to find similar sections by unifying the spotting results of each URP.
The cumulative distances at the end frame of a URP do not have to be normalized, because all the URPs are of the same length. As described above, Shift CDP is a very simple and flat algorithm that merely performs CDP for each URP and integrates the results.
C. Formalization of shift CDP
This section formalizes the Shift CDP algorithm. Let the vertical axis represent the reference pattern frame (1р рN), and the horizontal axis represent input time t. The local distance between the input t and frame is denoted D t (). Here, as shown in Fig. 2 , asymmetric local restrictions are used as the DP path. The following formulas until Eq. ͑13͒ basically constitute the CDP algorithm that finds the optimal path for the ith URP and computes A(t,i), which is the cumulative distance between the ith URP and the input pattern until the current time. S t (i,N CDP ), the starting time of the ith URP, is also obtained in this process.
Let G t (i, j), G tϪ1 (i, j), and G tϪ2 (i, j) denote the cumulative distance up to frame j in the ith URP at input times t, tϪ1, and tϪ2, respectively. Input time t is the current time, and tϪ1 is the previous time interval. In the same way, S t (i, j), S tϪ1 (i, j), and S tϪ2 (i, j) denote the starting time. Let S (i) and E (i) be the frames of R that correspond to the start and end frames of the ith URP. These locations should be computed before input. For the reduction of total computation, as shown in Fig. 2 , D3 t () and D2 tϪ1 () are computed and saved separately from D t () according to DP path restrictions. D3 t () and D2 tϪ1 () denote three times of D t () and two times of D tϪ1 (), respectively, shown in Eqs. ͑5͒ and ͑13͒. Initial conditions are given as:
The following are recurrence formulas that can be computed synchronously with input. To begin with, the local distances between each frame of R and current input t are computed beforehand. These prior computations suppress multiplications.
Gt͑i, j ͒ϭ P͑␣*͒, ͑9͒
but at jϭ2 and ␣*ϭ3, S t (i,2)ϭt End LOOP j, if jϭN CDP : Finish the CDP for the ith URP. End LOOP i, if iϭN PAT : Finish the process of current frame t.
The three terms of P in Eq. ͑7͒ represent the three start points ͓͑1͒-͑3͔͒ of the path restrictions shown in Fig. 2 . An optimal path is determined according to Eq. ͑8͒. The cumulative distance and the starting point are updated by Eq. ͑9͒ using P(␣*). These three equations are based on the standard DP algorithm. 19 The adjustment degree A(t,i) of the ith URP at time t is given by the cumulative distance at the last frame without normalization by the length of reference patterns, because all the URPs are of equal length.
After similar sections are determined at time t, the cumulative distances, starting points, and local distances are updated, as shown below. This procedure merely renews the index of arrangements in the actual program and imposes no computational requirements. 
Here, the optimal path, the cumulative distance, and the starting time for each URP are obtained. Similar sections must be determined from these matching results. Similar sections can be determined in various ways, according to the application. For example, ͑1͒ Detect the most similar section in the given input; ͑2͒ detect any similar sections in the reference and the given input.
In this paper, a threshold value is set and all the sections are detected when the adjustment degree exceeds the threshold value, because the reference for input might contain a plurality of similar sections.
D. Evaluation experiments 1. Evaluation data and conditions
Experiments were performed in order to evaluate the performance of the Shift CDP algorithm in detecting similar sections. The object data in these experiments were isolated word speech data taken from the Otago speech corpus. 16 The data are from a total of 13 speakers ͑7 males and 6 females͒, each uttering 128 words twice. For each speaker, the 128-word speech samples of the first utterance are concatenated for the reference pattern, and the speech samples of the second utterance are concatenated in a different order for the input pattern. Here the precise boundaries of each word and the same word location between the reference pattern and the input pattern are obtained. The sampling frequency was 16 kHz, and the frame interval was 8 ms. A 36-dimensional graduated spectrum field 20 was used for feature parameters whose Euclidean distances determined the local distances. The graduated spectrum field is the feature representing the 18-dimentional gradient of a spectrum for a frequency axis and a time axis after a 20-filter-bank analysis and it showed better performance for speaker-independent isolated word recognition. 20 The distribution of the word length for 128 words by 13 speakers was similar to the normal distribution, where word length varied from 220 ms to 1.85 s and the mean word length was about 600 ms. Total length of the reference and input data varied from 65 to 93 s, and the average was 78 s.
E. Results and discussion
First, in order to evaluate detection performance when varying the threshold value for A(t,i), an experiment was performed at various lengths of a URP (N CDP ϭ5, 10, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 75, 90, 100, 125, 150, and 200 frames͒ where the number of shifts is one frame (N Shift ϭ1). For measurement of the detection performance, ''Recall rate'' and ''Precision rate'' are introduced as shown in Eqs. ͑14͒ and ͑15͒. When both the detected sections are located in the same word section between the reference pattern and input pattern, the sections are considered to be correct.
Recall rateϭ
͑ similar sectionsപdetected sections͒ ͑ detected sections͒ ,
͑14͒
Precision rateϭ ͑ similar sectionsപdetected sections͒ ͑ similar sections͒ .
͑15͒
The results are shown in Figs. 3-6, with Precision rate indicated on the horizontal axis and Recall rate on the vertical axis. The graph of Fig. 3 shows the results for each of the 13 speakers. The graph shows that when URP length is 480 ms long ͑60 frames͒ the Shift CDP algorithm can detect about 70% of similar sections, with a Precision rate of about 70%. The graph of Fig. 4 compares performance for URP lengths of 480͑͒, 200͑᭺͒, and 80͑᭡͒. The detection performance clearly declines with decreasing URP length. Two main factors are thought to be responsible for this. The first reason is that correct detection occurred for units shorter than words, such as phonemes. The second reason is that the short URP resulted in mis-detections, with shorter keywords causing many false alarms ͑FA͒ in word spotting. In this way, performance deteriorates when the length of URPs is set too short. The performance for URP length 480 ms is slightly better than that for 400 ms. Figure 5 shows the case of longer URPs. The graph indicates the performance for URP lengths of 480͑͒, 800͑᭺͒, and 1200 ms͑᭡͒. The performance deteriorates when the length of a URP exceeds 600 ms. This is due to the difficulty in extracting similar sections that are shorter than the URP length. The best detection performance is obtained at a URP around 480 ms ͑60 frames͒. This is thought to be related to the length of the average similar section, and suggests that URP length should be set to the average length or to a length slightly shorter than that of the target words to be detected.
Another experiment was performed at various shifting frames (N Shift ϭ1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50 frames͒ where the length of the URP was set to 60 frames (N CDP ϭ60). The main results are shown in Fig. 6 . Frame shifting was introduced in order to reduce the computation requirements. The smaller the shift number, the better the detection performance, because time resolution is improved. Shifts of 30 and 50 frames cause a serious deterioration in performance, but shifts of 5 frames cause no deterioration in performance at all and shifts of 25 frames cause only very slight deterioration. Meanwhile, setting the shift number higher reduces computation requirements considerably. For example, when shift number is set to 25 frames, computation requirements are reduced to 1/25. In that case, two URPs cover each frame in the reference pattern R, and such redundancy is thought to work well for detection.
Lastly, Shift CDP is compared with the authors' former method, called RIFCDP, in terms of detection performance. Shift CDP yields performance no worse than that of RIFCDP.
F. Computational requirements
The order of time and space complexity is O(N R ϫN I ), where N R and N I are the length of the reference and the input pattern, respectively. The main computations are local distance and DP path computations. Let all the computations ͑ϩϪ/ϫ͒ be the same and be set to 1. The local distance computation requires 4DϫN R ϫN I ͑D denotes the dimension of a feature vector͒ and the DP path computation requires (4ϩ20ϫN CDP /N Shift )N R ϫN I . Under the employed conditions, DP path computation is less than local distance computation when N CDP ϭ60, N Shift ϭ10, and Dϭ36.
Actual processing time is measured by use of a workstation ͑Sun Ultra5, 360 MHz͒. Figure 7 shows the results of the actual processing time when the lengths of a reference and an input pattern are set to 5 and 20 seconds, respectively. For reference, the line graph of theoretical processing time is plotted when the processing time of one-frame shifting is taken as 1.0. Shift CDP is faster than RIFCDP, even at oneframe shifting. The actual processing time approximates the line graph plotting the theoretical values as mentioned above. The processing time for Shift CDP decreases linearly in proportion to the frame shift number. At shifting of 20-frames, Shift CDP͑SCDP25͒ requires 1/10 the processing time and 1/16 the memory usage required by SCDP1. Under these conditions, the main computational parts of Shift CDP become the computation of local distance; that is, the Euclidean distance of feature parameters.
III. FREQUENT WORD SECTION EXTRACTION FROM A PRESENTATION SPEECH
A. Similar speech extraction from a presentation speech by shift CDP
This section describes a method for extending Shift CDP to extract similar sections from a presentation speech framesynchronously. A diagram of this appears in Fig. 8 . URPs are constructed according to the progress of input. With the progress on N shift frames, the next URP is composed of the same number of N CDP frames, from the N shift ϩ1th frame. As soon as a URP is composed, the CDP is performed for the URP, as shown in the left figure of Fig. 9 , and the search area becomes the bottom triangle that is shaded gray in the right figure of Fig. 9 . The detailed algorithm for extracting similar sections from a long speech by use of Shift CDP is shown in the Appendix.
B. Summing repeated phrases
Shift CDP can determine where and how often repeated phrases appear in a presentation. Such information can be utilized to characterize the presentation. For example, the sequence of repeated phrases can be a kind of digest of the presentation, in view that such repeated phrases are thought to be important in the talk. This section describes one of the ways to sum the similar extracted sections. Figure 10 shows a diagram for summing the similar section pairs. If the number of similar section pairs detected is P, these sections are classified into categories, which indicate the same phrase. Let Q be the number of categories, which increases according to the progress of classifying processing. The process for classifying the similar sections is shown below, where Pi and C j denote the ith similar section pair and the jth category, respectively. Each pair has two elements ͑similar sections͒, and each category has a corresponding elements list (C j has some similar sections͒.
͑1͒ Classify each pair Pi into a category: Extract one of the similar section pairs, Pi(1рi р P), and check for an overlap between Pi and all the elements of C j(1р jрQ).
Overlap: If an overlap exists, add or merge the Pi elements to the C j list ͑The overlap is determined by the overlapping section rate͒.
Nonoverlap: Create a new category C Qϩ1 , add 1 to the category number and its list composed of the two elements of Pi.
Continue until all the pairs are processed. ͑2͒ Check for duplication between categories and unify each element into a single category.
One of the categories, C j(1р jрQ), is extracted and checked for element duplication between C j and the other categories Ck( j k).
Duplication: unify C j and Ck into a new category Continue until all the categories are processed; ͑3͒ Output the frequency of each category:
Output the number of elements ͑category frequency͒ and the representative section for each category.
If some overlap exists between a section of Pi and a section of C j at ͑1͒, these two sections are merged to the section of C j. For example, when the pair, 1 and 2, is already in the similar category in Fig. 10 , this category has sections A, B, and C. If the pair 3 is tested at ͑1͒, the right section of the pair 3 is merged to section C and the left section is added as a new section of the category. The left section might be merged if it has an overlap with another section in C j. Processes ͑3͒ and ͑4͒ are necessary, because the one category is divided into two or more different categories in processes ͑1͒ and ͑2͒.
C. Evaluation experiments
Evaluation data and Experimental conditions
Some experiments were conducted in order to evaluate the methodology described above. First, the method was applied to English speech data, and a sample result for a news speech is shown in order to confirm that the similar sections can be output and that the method works for English speech. Then, the method was applied to a Japanese presentation speech corpus 21 to evaluate the performance of extracting the most frequent word sections. The experimental conditions are the same for English and Japanese speech data, described in Sec. II C 1. The lengths of URP and frame shifting were set to 480 ms ͑60 frames͒ and 160 ms ͑20 frames͒, respectively. These are determined according to the results in Sec. II. The length of 480 ms corresponds to that of the shortest similar sections to be extracted and the duration time of three or more moras. N shift was set so as to reduce the processing time, in view that the performance did not deteriorate when N shift was set to less than 25 frames. The threshold processing of matching distance G, described in Sec. III A, was employed in order to judge similar sections. The threshold value was controlled so that similar sections for ten percent of all the speech data are output. An overlap was considered to exist if more than sixty percent overlap was found between two sections.
Results and discussion
a. Preliminary experiment for English news. Some preliminary experiments were conducted for English news. The Shift CDP algorithm was applied to a news speech in order to confirm that repeated phrases in the speech could be extracted. When the pairs that the system judged to be similar were listened to, all the pairs showed almost the same phoneme sequence, and no pairs showed distinctly different phoneme sequences.
When the two sections are extracted as the same speech, these sections are affixed with a label. Some labels are shared by many sections where existence of important speech is highly probable. These repeated phrases can be summed up in the way described in section 2.4, and in this case the result becomes the repeated phrases sequence, as follows.
''high school the,'' ''students in the senior class,'' ''presented Mrs. Amburgey,'' ''hundred dollars.''
The title of the speech is ''Student's surprise present moves teacher to tears,'' and the above repeated phrases sequence is thought to express the content of the story well.
b. Frequent word sections extraction in a presentation speech Some experiments were conducted to extract the frequent repeated word sections in a speech presentation.
The Spontaneous Speech Corpus of Japanese 21 was used for these experiments. This corpus includes more than one hundred speech presentation data sets. One hundred speech presentation data sets were used, and the performance was evaluated in terms of whether the most frequently repeated word sections are identified in a ten-minute speech from the beginning of a presentation.
Correct frequent words are defined as those words that have more than two moras and whose meaning can be understood upon listening. The parts of speech for correct frequent words are listed in Table I . To determine the correct frequent words, morphological analysis is first performed for the transcription by use of a morphological analyzer, called ChaSen 2.02, 22 and then the number of appearances of each word is counted. Lastly, the five most frequent words are identified.
The system outputs frequent word sections according to their frequency in the presentation. Output sections are not always word sections. A frequent word is considered a correct extraction if and only if the word can be recognized by listening to the output section. When the output section includes two or more words, such as ''speech recognition,'' where both ''speech'' and ''recognition'' are among the most frequent words, both words are considered to be correctly extracted. When the same word might be in some output sections, only the first output is considered correct.
The actual processing time was measured by use of a conventional personal computer ͑Pentium III, 1 GHz͒, and was 73 minutes for a ten-minute speech data. One-third of the computation is the computation of the local distance between two feature vectors. Real-time processing is possible for one-minute speech data, and parallel processing is possible for the Shift CDP algorithm without surplus processing. When the extracted pairs were listened to, the tendency described in the previous section was observed. Table II shows the results of the experiment. The evaluation is performed for extraction of the most frequent word in each data set and for extraction of the five most frequent words in each data set. Thus, one hundred most frequent words and five hundred most frequent words are listed. In each case, two cases for the number of candidates are shown.
The most frequent word could be correctly identified 56% with only the top candidate. When the three sections were listened to for each data set, 73 percent of the most frequent words could be understood. In 83 percent of the cases, the most frequent word was an interjection, such as ''e:'' or ''ano:'' ͑where '':'' denotes a long vowel; these words are used in the manner of ''well'' or ''you know''͒, except for a few simulated presentation speeches. The evaluation, therefore, was also done for the five most frequent words. About seventy percent of those words are content words that exclude interjections and conjunctions from the list in Table I . When an attempt was made to identify the five most frequent words in the presentation, about 70% of such frequent words could be correctly identified with the top ten candidates. Half of such content words can be obtained when those ten candidate sections were listened to.
Phrases that are incorrectly identified are mainly functional words, such as ''with the'' and ''against,'' which are often repeated in the presentation.
Next, a speech recognizer was used to compare the performance with the result. Julius 3.12, which is a free Japanese Dictation Toolkit, 23 was employed. Two types of language models were exploited. The first language model is the standard one for general purpose, attached to this speech recognizer. The vocabulary size is about 60 000 words. The second one was well trained by similar transcriptions made from other speech presentations in the same conference. The vocabulary size is about 20 000 words. Three thousand gender-dependent triphone models were used for acoustic models.
The first row indicates the performance of the proposed method, which is the same as in Table III . The second and third rows indicate the performance with use of the speech recognizer with vocabulary sizes of 60 and 20 K, respectively.
The speech recognizer for general purpose with a vocabulary size of 60 K could extract neither the most frequent word nor the five most frequent words. Two reasons are thought to be responsible for this. The first is that the recognizer was not well trained and modeled for interjections, and the second is that many specific terms do not appear in the dictionary of the speech recognizer and these terms are often the most frequent words; for example, HMM or MLLR. Such a general speech recognizer is not ideally suited for this purpose.
Use of the speech recognizer well trained for this purpose yielded results, shown in the third row, better than those of the system using similar sections. However, all the specific terms and language models including such words must be prepared beforehand. Thus, much prior knowledge about the presentation is required, such as what kinds of domains and what kinds of topics and keywords are spoken in the presentation. Apparently, such sufficient information can be given only in limited cases. Preparing special terms and language models is difficult. The approach using similar sections does not require such prior knowledge of the presentations and is applicable to any kind of domain. Table IV shows the output examples of the system using the similar sections ͑the results are translated to English͒. The left column corresponds to the five most frequent words, and the next column corresponds to the words included in the ten extracted sections. Figure 11 shows the output image of the system. The system provides the user with information on where and how many times the frequent word is spoken in the presentation, by playing the extracted sections and showing the repeated number with their location information at the same time, in the manner shown in this figure. The topics and keywords in the presentation can be understood when just ten sections ͑less than ten seconds͒ are listened to, as shown in Fig. 11 .
The same label can be affixed to these similar sections, and can be considered a speech label. Because these repeated phrases are thought to be important in the talk, the sequence of repeated phrases can serve as a kind of digest of the presentation.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a new approach for identifying the frequent word sections in nonsegmented and nonrecognized TABLE III. Performance comparison with speech recognizers. The first row indicates the performance of our system ͑the same as in Table III͒ and the second and third rows indicate the performance when speech recognizers with two types of language models are used. One recognizer is for general purpose and has a vocabulary of 60 K words, and the other is a specific recognizer that is well trained by similar transcriptions and has a vocabulary of 20 TABLE IV. Output examples of the system using the similar sections, where Japanese utterances are translated to English. The left column corresponds to the five most frequent words, and the next column corresponds to the words included in the ten extracted sections.
Example 1 Example 2
Five most frequent words
Extracted words
Five most frequent words Extracted words speech presentations. The key technique for this approach is Shift CDP, which was developed for efficient extraction of similar sections between two time sequence data sets and extended to extract repeated words or phrases in a speech presentation. The experimental results show that Shift CDP could extract the acoustically similar speech sections, and by summing such sections, the frequent word sections can be identified without prior domain knowledge of the presentation. When a certain label is affixed to each of those extracted sections, the labeled sections can be considered those that characterize the speech presentation. Currently, application of the method is limited to a speech delivered by a single speaker, such as an oral presentation. Topics for future study include extending the method to a speaker-and language-independent method that can be applied to oral discussions, by utilizing acoustic models of a language-independent phonetic code. 15 The extracted speech sections still involve nonsense speech sections. Therefore, developing a method for selecting adequate frequent phrase sections that characterize the whole speech is also an important task for the future. When the method is applied to information retrieval for a large speech data set, it still takes more time than the text search or phonetic lattice search. Speed for information retrieval remains to be improved.
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APPENDIX: ALGORITHM FOR EXTRACTING SIMILAR SECTIONS IN A PRESENTATION SPEECH USING SHIFT CDP
